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ADAPTIVE CARBINE PLATFORM
UNIVERSAL PISTOL-TO-CARBINE ADAPTER

OWNER'S MANUAL
ADAPTIVE CARBINE PLATFORM
UNIVERSAL PISTOL-TO-CARBINE ADAPTER

The Adaptive Carbine Platform is a universal, aircraft-grade aluminum pistol to carbine adapter, designed to quickly and easily transform virtually any full-size railed pistol into an M1913 accessory customizable carbine platform. Simply slide your pistol into the accessory rail clamp adapter and lock it into place.

CONTENTS

• ACP Universal Pistol Rail Adapter with Rear Locking Assembly
• Front Universal Polymer Adapter Clamp
• 2 Rear Polymer Adapter Clamps
  - Flat fits Glock and M&P polymer pistols
  - Arched fits SIG SAUER®, CZ and most metal framed pistols
• Adapter Rail Lock
• Owner’s Manual
• Instructional DVD
• Shim
• (Optional) Single Point QD Bungee Sling
• (Optional) Mini Red Dot Sight

FEATURES

• M1913 Accessory Rails at 12, 3, 6, and 9-o’clock
• Universal Polymer Adapter Clamp
• Swappable (left to right) charging handle
Available in 3 configurations:

**ACP-Standard:** Includes ACP Universal Pistol Rail Adapter fitted with a QD sling mount.

**ACP-Enhanced:** Includes the ACP Universal Pistol Rail Adapter, QD sling mount and single point QD bungee sling, and Mini Red Dot Sight.

**ACP-LE:** A tactical and law enforcement configuration that comes with the ACP Universal Pistol Rail Adapter and a folding stock. All NFA rules apply.

Specifications may change without notice.
WARNING: Be sure your pistol is unloaded, with magazine removed, and pistol action locked open, before proceeding.

Remove the Rear Locking Assembly by depressing on the Rear Locking Plate detent pin located on the top of the ACP while sliding the Rear Locking Assembly off the back.

Remove the Polymer Adapter Clamp from the front of the ACP by pulling down on the adapter clamp retaining pin and pushing rearward on the Adapter Clamp through the front of the ACP, just below the barrel opening.
Slide the Front Polymer Adapter Clamp onto the accessory rail of the pistol.

The Adapter Clamp Assembly should be seated as close to the front of the trigger guard as possible while still maintaining a positive lock with the rail stop. Make sure the holes in the Polymer Adapter Clamp line up with the rail slots on the pistol. Insert the “L” shaped Adapter Rail Lock to guarantee placement. Adapter Rail Lock should only be inserted from the right side.

Hold the ACP by the top rail and insert the pistol and Adapter Clamp Assembly into the corresponding rails located inside the front of the ACP.

Push the pistol as far forward as possible and slide the Adapter Clamp Assembly retaining pin back into the adapter.
Replace the Rear Locking Assembly by sliding it back onto the rear of the ACP. Insure you have the correct Rear Polymer Adapter Clamp installed for your pistol, as shown in the photo.

Make sure the Rear Polymer Adapter Clamp seats fully onto the protrusion on the top of the back-strap of the pistol.

Adjust the Rear Polymer Adapter Clamp to fit the particular depth of the back-strap by turning the recessed Allen bolt on the back plate of the Rear Locking Assembly.
**IMPORTANT:**
If you encounter an issue when attempting to zero your optic/ sights installed on the ACP, please use the included shim as described below to rectify the issue.

1. Place the shim on the rear-most M1913 rail section under your optic/ rear sight.

2. Attach optic/sight to the rail in the normal fashion.

3. Re-zero ACP with optic/sight.

With the pistol pointed in a safe direction, pull rearward on the ACP Charging Handle and then let it go allowing the pistol to go fully into battery.

**LOADING AND FIRING**

Treat the ACP as any other firearm – keep the ACP pointed in a safe direction then insert a loaded magazine.

Pull rearward on the ACP charging handle and release. The pistol is ready to fire.
DISASSEMBLY

WARNING: Remove the magazine from your pistol and make sure the pistol is unloaded by performing a physical and visual inspection before proceeding.

Remove the Rear Locking Assembly by depressing the Rear Locking Plate detent pin on the top of the ACP, while sliding the Rear Locking Assembly to the rear.

Remove the Front Universal Polymer Adapter Clamp and Pistol Assembly from the front of the ACP by pulling down on the Adapter Clamp Retaining Pin.

Slide the pistol to the rear.

Remove the Polymer Adapter Clamp from the accessory rail of your pistol.
INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL TIPS

WARNING: Remove the magazine from your pistol and make sure the pistol is unloaded by performing a physical and visual inspection before proceeding.

The Front Universal Adapter Clamp is designed to fit snugly on the pistol. This fit greatly aids in repeatable accuracy when mounted in the ACP. When first mounting to the pistol, these tips may make installation & removal easier:

1. Guide the Adapter Clamp grooves onto the pistol rail.
2. Using a plastic or rubber mallet, tap the Adapter Clamp into place.
3. For removal, use a plastic or rubber mallet to tap the Adapter Clamp off of the rail.

* Note: Applying grease/lube to the inner and outer rail interface of the clamp will aid installation and removal.
SiG SAUER® LIMITED ONE YEAR WARRANTY

SiG SAUER® warrants that the enclosed accessory was originally manufactured free of defects in material, workmanship and mechanical function, and agrees to correct these defects by repair, adjustment or replacement, at the option of SiG SAUER, with items of the same or comparable quality; provided, however, that the accessory is returned freight prepaid to SiG SAUER at 18 Industrial Drive, Exeter, NH 03833 by the original purchaser within one year of the date of purchase.

This limited warranty is null and void if the accessory has been misused, damaged (by accident or otherwise), or if unauthorized repair or any alteration, including of a cosmetic nature, has been performed on the accessory. This limited warranty does not apply to normal wear and tear of any parts.

Subject to the foregoing, this limited warranty confers the right to have the covered accessory or its parts repaired, adjusted or replaced exclusively by the original purchaser, which right is not transferable to any other person. NO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE MADE HEREIN, and this warranty does not apply to any accessory items attached or appurtenant to this accessory. In no event shall SiG SAUER be liable for incidental or consequential damages arising from or in connection with this limited warranty.